Insight

“The degrees
I’ve received
aren’t going
to provide any
job that I can’t
get now.”
–James Franco,
regarding his
MFA from
Columbia and
his work toward
a PhD
from Yale
Guests spent
“An Evening with
James Franco” at
the Hotel Monaco
to benefit local
nonprofit organization
826DC, dedicated to
supporting students’
creative-writing skills.
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Scene A Matter
& Heard of Trust
JAZZ MUSICIAN, Wall Street Journal columnist
and mixed-drink connoisseur Eric Felten is
diving into morality with his new book, Loyalty:
The Vexing Virtue. Felten, who lives in DC with
his wife and three children, gave Capitol File the
lowdown on the book, DC’s unsightly ethics and,
of course, his favorite spots in the city.
Your new book focuses on how difficult
loyalty is to actually achieve. How do
Washingtonians rate on the loyalty scale?
Consider the Washington adage: “If you want a
friend in this town, get a dog.” People in Washington
suffer the same conflicts of loyalty that everyone else
does, but there may be more opportunities here for
those conflicts to arise. With all the bad examples
of loyalty gone astray, I still think we in Washington
could stand to take it more seriously. Loyalty is the
virtue of being trustworthy—a quality at the core
of every relationship worth having. Maybe if we all
put a little more effort into being worthy of trust,
Washington’s reputation might change for the better.
What’s the best sober spot in DC? Hands
down, the Lincoln Memorial. Don’t miss the
inscription of the Gettysburg Address, which
includes a powerful statement of what loyal
commitment, at its most profound, means—
giving “the last full measure of devotion.”
What’s the best drink you’ve ever had in
DC? I’m partial to the gin martini lovingly
handcrafted at Chez Felten. My secret ingredient?
A scant dash of orange bitters.

You’re also a talented jazz
musician. What’s your
favorite DC jazz spot? I
love hearing music at Blues
Alley in Georgetown—almost
as much as I enjoy playing
there. And when it comes
to jazz as dance music, the
Spanish Ballroom at Glen
Echo Park. Nothing makes
a big band swing more
than to play in a dance hall
packed with jitterbugs.

Tweet on the street is...
What we heard from a little Twitter bird
Hilary Rhoda
(@HilaryHRhoda)
Saying this makes it feel
like the week’s going
by faster: “Tomorrow
we can say, ‘tomorrow’s
Friday!’ ”

Donald Rumsfeld
(@RumsfeldOffice)
With the press, there
is no “off the record.”
#rumsfeldrule

Arianna Hufﬁngton
(@ariannahuff)
Turns out football is a
lot like Congress.
I think the latter should
wear uniforms, too.
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